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THE NSF STUDIES OF STATUS OF PRE-COLLEGIATE EDUCATION
IMPLICATIONS TOR SOCIAL STUDIES PROFESSORS AND CURRICULUMHDEVELOPERS*

James P. Shaver
Utah State University

By now, the .existence'of the Nation4 Science Foundati 11:-!sponsored

studies,

studies/soci41 science education .(Hegelson .Blosser. & Rwe 1977; Stake

f the status of pre-Collegiate mathematics, science, and social

& EaSley, 1978; Suydam & Osborne 1977; Weiss, 1978; Wiley, 1977) is,

I assume, well-known among CUFA members. Also i assume that CUFA mebabers
. -

are generally.tamilar with the ireterpretive'report on the NSF studies

which O.L. Davis, Jr., Suzanne Helburn, and I (1978, 1979) prepared as a'

National Council for the Social Studies task force. Consequently, I will

not review those documents but discuss Some thoughts stemming from

reading and contemplation of'hem.

Working on the NSF interpretive report was for me-one of those in-

stances where a professional experience.has a signifitant effect ontone's

own professional views. The NSF reports zaised perplexing and unsettling

issues--some of which I have touched on elsewhere, (Shaver, 1978, in press).

It might be more appropriate ,to say the work surfaced pome issues which had

been latent in my thinking as a result of years of working in the public
4

schools as a curriculum consultant, .inservice instructor, and as a teacillel-

ae both the junior high and senior high levels, as well as from a largely,

abortive effort, in one oi the last of

jects of the 1960'5 (Shaver & Larkins, 1969), to get ii,to social studies

classrooms materials that would help students learn to analyze public issues.

"New Social Studies" (NSS) pro-

*Paper prepared for a College and University Faculty Assembly symposium,
The NSF and'RAND Reports: 'Implications for the Social Studies, at the Annual
Meeting pf the National Council fOr fhé Social Studies, Portland, Oregon, (
November 20, 1979.
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Organizing my thoughts ot t1is symposium has been extremely difficult.

One.reaSon.is that tryZng to do so has forced me,to recog4ze mote explicitly

that some 9f the issues_raised by the NSF..findings and My ovn past exPeriences

are nopentirely clear, Much less resolved, in my own mind. There has been

another difficulty. Trying to step back to looR' at one s sel, is never an

easy task; self-examination is not only onerous, but threatening. And

FM,

that is what many of the findinv from the NSF report, and our (Shaver, Davis,.

Helburn, 1978, 197§) interprKationg of the findings, call for--an inten-

sive re-examination, careful analysis and re-eveluation, of the role of

social studies professors and curriculum developers.

Given that thrust and my difficulties in grappling with all the related

issues, this paper is not so much a carefully'reasoned academic document as

it is a sharing of some thoughts--not quite random, but not yell-formulatedr

and structured either: What I want to do is sharr some thinking out loud,

rather than present a popition statement. So, as I ruminate I hope to

maintain a tone of reflectionl, not pr clamation; and I urge the listener

(reader) to keep that perspectiye'in m'nd as a dorrective for my own lapses,

in intent, 4111

Analytic introspection is not parft larlypopular among one s peers;

or, at least, so the reactions to my criti ue of the social studies profes-

"sion in my NCSS presidential address (Shave , l9/7a) have-indicated to me.

So, I reiterate here, as I stated there, but without much hope of softening

'

the responses, that if I should raise questio s about the e,fficacy of 4R)cial
,

studies professors and curriculum developers, about their lack of realism

J.,'
A

v

in viewing their own yst and uture contributions, and, about the 1ike14-

hood that they will significani infltience social studies education in the

. .



Mass of';.public schools.in the f4ure, .1 do not eXclude myself fiom the

comments.

r National Cutriculum Prolects?

I am often asked about the implications of the NSF findings for national

curriculum development projects. In fact, such quest.ions have particu;ar
7r*

poignancy for me--as a person who was involved in one of the first of the

"New Social Stpdies" projects (the Haryard Project, Oliver & Shaver, 1974),

which has had a fair amount of acClaiM fr m professors and othet currieti14m

develoPers, as well as from some teachers, but-which has probably not had a

broad effect on schooling; as well as a *son -wbo was involved.in one of

the last of the NSS projects (the Utah State University project:referred to

above
1.
from which the materials (Shaver & Larkins, 1973-74), after consider-

able praise from thosewho attend NCSSmeetings and read educational journals,

were not much used in public schoolA` I havefrequently pondered those'

results mid what they might mean for those of us in' the role-of social studies

specialist Wefe those-efforts of the 1960's doomed to failure fpom the

_beginning (at least in terms of the use of materials and techniques by .

teachers), or did we simply approach our work insensitively, with too little

appreciation for the magnitude of the task?" The rest of this paper speaks,

i*f somewhat 'tangentially, to that question.

A specific question often asked of me is whether social studies profes-

sors and other.curricllum developers should continue to devote effort to

developing national curriculathat is, developing.curricula with the intent
411

that they be disseminated for use in schools across the country. To some

extent, it is an empty clestion, given the current lack of government or

foundation funding for such projects. One might, of course, ask whether pro-

fessors and developers should not be musteriAg influence tp have such funding

4



reinstated.

In light of the low use and apparently low impact of the NSS pro-

jects, the unavailability of funding for national 'curriculum projects is

probably wise. Wiley (1977) has suggetted that even though lOw.percent-

ages of teachera appear to have used. the NSS materialsrin their classrooms,

their effect may have been consideiable, because of indirect influences on

the conventional.textbooks that continue to doTinate social stildies instruc-

tion. Few systematic studies of textbsaok content have been done to determine

.if NSS-influenced shifts in content and/or.orientation did occur (Wiley,

1977). However,. Schneider and Van Sickle (1979) indicate, based on publishers'

perceptions, that "if the traditional patterns of social studies curriculum

and instruction underwent dramatic change in the late 196,0's and early

1970's, then clearly thLe has been retrenchment" (p..464).

In any event, the important question is not whether textbook content

or orientation has changed, but whether, even if such change occurred, thre

has been a difference generally in the experiences of students in social

studies classelhe".answer to that appears to be, no. Clearly, inquieSt

materials...can be used in Very non-inquir3AAways. According to,the NSF reports,

high percentages of teachers indicated they needed asistance if they were to

change. their teaching methods to fit inquiry models. That, need is not sur-
.

prising in light of the lack of- inquiry teaching models to which prospective

lti%

teachers are exposed from kindergarten through their bachelor degrees, and

even in graduate school. And, the _situation holds true in areas other than

social studies. For example, Moore (1978) has noted that the inquiry mate-

rials of the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study.were taught in conventional,

non-inquiry ways by teachers wilo, even in college., had not had n science

'course "that was even remotel in the inquiry mode" (p. 11).

x

k'
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Although there is a "national.curriculum" b4Sed on the selection of

textbooks by individual school districts from a common pool, the opportun-

ity to revolutionalize social studies teaching through influencing textbook

orientation does not seem to be high. (See-Schneider and Van Sickle, 1979,

for confirmation of this view.) Of course, attempts to influence content

should tot be abandoned.' Some changes have been made iu regard to sexist

and ethnic biases, and the conceptual adequacy of content might be pursued

even more vigorously.. Even'in doing that, however, it is important to remem-.

ber that the textbook must inherently be inadequatb 'because of the impossible

vs

demands of encompassing so much.knowledge--e.g., all of'world history or

eVen American history--wAhin a limited number of pages, whieh do not increase

n,number as knowledge doep (see Metcalf, 1963

'what Should Be Done?

An important starting point in considering the role of'universty ipro-

fessors and curriculum developers in social studies educatiOn is an admoni-

tion that extreme caution.is called for'in drawing conclusions about ho47?

Sroadly reform movemants affect American social studies education. 'The general

-
picture.of social studies education is one of great stabilify (also see Fodder,

1979). Alehough many individual teachers and some individual districts may

chan§ie rather strikingly in response to reform movements, the great mass, of

instruction appears to remain largely the same. ,As.professors and curriculum

developers, we ought to be cautidus that we do not over-estfinate the extent

to which social studies teachers generally share our orlentations and know-

%

ledge, and teach.accordingly. I have, for example, been quite)surprised, in

inservice sessiohs in Utah and Kentucky within the 14st month, at the extent
4

of teachers' textbook-focused, tradl,tional views of what should be taught in

7
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.social studies. The teachers' almost total lack of recognition of the

"big names" in the field, such as Kohlb-erg and 'even *id Simon, was even

somewhat nnexpected. Too often, I believe, professors and curriculum

developers base our opinions as to what is going on in social studies

oh our contacts with Ifront-runniae teacherskand districts through consult- 4

ing work, graduate courses and interactions at professional meetings, such

* 'as this annual meeting of NCSS..

Of course, it is exciting-to work with intvative districts and teachers,
V--

and I would not want to sound negative toward such`effor s. _Especially in

light of the overall stability of social studies, sustaine ovintensive

work with individual.districts or sehools takes on special importance-

But, an answerto the major'question as to what attempts should be m4de to

influence the great mass of social studies education depends Eo Some extent

on estimates of likely success. aver-optimism about our influence will only

serve to dull the inci,piveness and sielf-scrutimy with which we should approach

such questiOns. And it may deter us from more efforts more limited in scope

which may actually have greater potential for pay-off.

The tkency to see the social studies worl4 through rose-colored, or,

for some, tear stained, glasses is related to what I take to be the most

important issue the Ale reports raise for sotial studies professors and

curriculum developers--do we need'to re-examine our own frames of reference? .

Members iliCUFA are perhaps tired of hearing about the "mindlessness" of'

American education (Silberman, 1970) and, in particular, about the mindless-

ngss of social 'studies education (Shaver, 1977a), Nevertheless, the NSF.

report indicates that mindlessnessgeneral lack of ttlought about purpose

and about how method and content affect purpose--should still be a central

concern among social studies educators. We should address the need



for careful,thought about assumptions at two levels.

i .

Certainly,'one l'evel that dem whaands ouf attention has to igio with t goes- . .
. .----. ,

4
,

.

on in the public scliSoIs. Teachers are not very reflective about what they

teach or.about what.theyrdo generally in the school, and about the effects

on students.

studies of statds.

Oneparticularly *important example of this comes from the NSF-

On the one hand, teachers are upset by.the general lick
..bt

f student motivation7in social studies, one Would have to say, the general

boredom of stddents7-bnt . on the other hand, teachers generally do not consider
s tr.,

that student attitudes tdWard schdol and individual subject area'migh- t be ;

,a function of the general texegook, recitation, noninquiry, noripaiticipatory,

approach to inatruction which predominates7 The notiOn of teacher as

philosopher, as an acrive exaMiner of questions about aims and the relation

of practice to aTms, which Dewey (1964, pp. 16-19) advocated (see- Shilver, 1977c

has not permeated'American education in general, nbr social studies education
4

in particular.

The lack of teacher-ph±losaphers leads, in my Mind, directly to- a con-

sideration of.,teacher edudation--the other level where attention to assump-
,-

tions.is badly needed. It is not only that education, pre-Collegiate and

collegiate, generally tends to be "fact"-laden, with teachers exposed- .to

few examples of scholars inqu.iring about their fields of study, much leSs

about the assumptions underlying w4t they do;'but that, in my- experience,

few teacher education programs, undergraduate or graduate, direct themselves

explicitly to the task of helping teachers explicate and examine their own

assumptions; Philosophy courses, when prospectiVe .and in-service teachera

do take them, most often seem
.

to focus on learning about philosophy, noton

-doiu One's own philosophy. Curriculum and methods courses tend to be.a

series of how-to-do-its, with the prospective or in-service teaher eXposed.

9
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to different techniques and materials, but rarely acquainted with or foiced

to deal with questions about the assumptions underlying the various tech -T

niques rand materials and h9w those assumptions relate to the teacher S
4

tieliefs about society, school, and students. Incorporating the doing of

philosophy -(which is what Dewey advocatec1)--what I and Qthers have called

ratienale-builaing, (e.g:, Shaver, 1977b, Shaver & Strong, 1976)--into

teacher education does, I believe', have the potential for a major impact on

social 'Studies education in this country.

Of course there is no guarantee that the outcome of teachers philosophiz-
.

ing would be the one whichCwe university professors might desire. But then

Dewey (1161) did caution us,thavif we engage students in thinking, tjlere is

a certain danger because we cannot guarantee what the outcome will be.

A proposal to 'focus on teachers as doers of philosophy also raises a

serious question as to.when teacher education should occur. I have reser-
.

vations about our attempts ca education.peop1e to be teachers prior to their .

gaining experience as tdachers. To ask prospect%ive teachers to,think deeply

about their aims and the relation of practice tb aims prior t real teaching

in schools,,:meens that the desired thinking is,not likely to occur because

the experience necessary for.a "felt" problem wifl be lacking (see, e.g.,

Dewey, 1933; T., 0% 1961f PP. 155-6). As Dewey (1933 ,1961),has cautiOned

us, we cannot impose problems, and experience and thought lead to learnin

if serarted, the result is artificiality.

Some teacher_education programs, such as our,elementary educatio ro-

gram at Utah State Univeristy, have attempted to cope with that conceptualize-

,

tion of learning by engaging students in instructional-type adlivities at an
('

,

early statge in- their collegiate careers. For example, at USU, students who
,

-intend Lo major in elementary education are involved in tut ring students as
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r

sophoiores, moving toward greater involvement through other activities,

.culminating with student teaching during their senior year. However,

have reervations ap to the ffectiveness of'such approaches. .Is'there

substitute Par that woos Impact of:facing, at the elementary leVel,'25

to 35 students all day long,,or, at the lecondary level, five to'six dif-
.

,ferent classes of 30 to 40 .students(each during the day over months and

years. Although other types of contacts with students may help one to decide

whether he 6r she really enjOys working with youngsters amd wants to-be

a teacher,.t)ere is, in my judgment, no 'equivalent to The "real" classroom,

Teachers who have taught.for.two or more years. and faced the-problems of

'management and -boredom, I find are often.eager to examine-the assumptions

from which they are operating, to help students but. also to make their own
4,

1 ".
.day-by-day-exiStence in the classroom less trying. Oh the other hand, prO-

spective or neophyte teachers often do not.see the significanCe of qu'estions

,about aj and about how method and content affect aims.

Shouldn't much less time be put into pre-service tealcher education--
1

using it only to prepare teachers for the iinimal requirements of lesson

planning and classroom management (the.latter is probably the more import

ant', and now tends to get very little attention in teacher educalion pro-
,

grams), saving most.of the exposure to yarious teaching techniques anti,.

curriculum method, as well to a very sttong emphasis on doing philosolay,

for in-service teachers? Thi would, of course, require.majOr reorganiza-
01.

tion of most teacher education programs. But if professors would then use

the teachers' experience-based c49erns as an entree to the consideration

f what can be done to make 8ocial studies education more meaningful both

to students and the society, the effects on schooling might be quite impressive.*

*If we take JohnsDewey seriously, the criteria his writings suggest.for
'judging the appropriateness of ,instructional-learning arrangements,are no more
applied, and probably no more ftifficult to apply, at the university teacher
preparation level than tlas been the pase'with the inquiry-oriented NSS mate-

'rials and methods at the elementary and.secondary etlucational
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se*

a

Of course, any discussion of teacher education, including the lack o

exposure Of prospecttve and in-service teachers to moaels of inquiry teach-
.

ing--must recognize that most of the'collegiate education of teachers, at

least at the bachelor's reveJ. takes.plate outside of'colleges oI education-.

' How to influence the rest of the university, even how to Identify poneducA-
4-N

. tion courses that will givg education students appropyiate intellectual"

experiences and how to insure that ed45aSion sttdents take those courses,

are overwhe,lmi4 questions:, To a large'extent we are caught within a

traditional, inflexible institution whish is probably not,appropriately

oiiented 6r'organized fof the trainilig of elementary and secondary school

teachees--nor of university teachers for that matter. But the' recognition

of our institutional consaaintS puts university professors fn a position
a. 4

S.

very an'alogbus Co' that of the public sAiel teacher--a situation which h4s
v

IR
. probably not been frequently enough recognized,and dealt with by university

professors and curriculum developers in wocial studies.

/54rlier r alluded to two levels at which the doing of Rhilosophy.is

needed: 'One is-the level of the. practicing public'school teacher; the

6ther is the level of the practicing university profesior and currilcl!aum '

developer. Aiurther indication of the need fpr,the examination of aims and

.Admprattice relationships by those of us Who are social studies university'

professor-curriculuM.developer types struck me in.reading the NSF

studies and doing "the interpretive report. Despite the fact that many pro-
4

fessors have 'excellent working,relationships with some teachers snd school

districtp; generally there tends to be a schism between teache s, on.the

one.hand, and professors and curritulum developers, on the Other. The

'cleavage should be of great concern to CUFA members. It suggests that our

efforts at examining assumptions may not have been su ficiently preva15nt'

2
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or incisive:
,r

A 'major sYmptom pf the:schism between soccal-studieSteaCilerS afid

professoi,S And curriculUmIdevelopers is.that teacherq pereeive prd=

..
.

fdsso'rs and developers as trying to perpetrate views;Of teaching that do not
--, .

..

, .
.

. . .t

adequately take,into account,the realities of the aaSsrodm. ,Social studies

V 4 N * 1
.

'A

professors and developers tend to.foqus 'on conceptual structures.for in-
, ,

.. .

struction and on teaching techniques that we think will not only excite and,

interest students, but develop their independent thitking (even Action)'
50,_

competencies. Teachers, on ti)e- other hand tend tdd.rbucs on how to nanage
. /
and cofierol students, with content viewed not-only as a todl for attaining:
n

.- 4

-cognitive teactl'ing objectives but for managing'restless and disruptive

students.
# 3

.0te might argue that the teachers' view simply.reflects defensiveness and

'lack 'of thought, and-1.1 they were eiposed- t4the kind of epntemplation about

'purpose and how technique and content affect purpose which I advocated abavei

they would see the error of.tlitrays and use the freedom that they "really have".

I am not convinced that they would because the assumption of error misses the mafk.

IJiversity professors and curriculum developers frequently do not have

4
much realtime experience in 'the classroom. It is one thing tp drop in ance °

in A while to teach a class, or even to teach a.class fo a week or two. It'

is another thing to teach full days for a few weeks (or, even better,far,

a year). ButLthis still does not equal the experience of teachifig year after

year with no escape back to the university,or to the currCulUm.development
(

laboratory. For one thing, university pro'fessprs and curriculum develdpers

teaching in schools do not need to.feet particularly constrained by local

,

,institutional limits, except as a matter of.courtesy for being allowed intd

the building or"district to try out their ideas. To the amtrary,'
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p ,
. ..

teachers feel very much cRnstrained By ihstitu;ional-limits--the judgments
..

',, , -
, ,

of 9ither teachers, the p incipal students, parents, and t He commnnity--

for thisois the social system which i0-esmeaning to thqr lives,

'-

If we are to have any great influence
.

on socialsatudies educatioi, 9r
0

even if our pockets of influence' .r.e to be as e'ffective as.possible we,

.,
rleed.to takt into accint more carefally the reality:of the.setting yithin

t ', '-' lk. 7 .'<
.

whidll teaChiniN4cttla1ly:OcCurs and asi more insightful questions about how

our innovative suggestions'in regard-to content and methodology'relate-to..
. .

om management and'oontrol needs of the teacher. And tllose needs

.

'must be sp.en not just in the context of having to deal with groups of,

students, bUt.in the broader context of.operating ithin a Social: systeM -Which

.16 -
.controls very important Sanctions for teachers. Teachers have not had

adequate training in inquiry, reciprocative teaching techniques; so new

materials requiring such.teClintites have made impossible demands. More-

over, we must ask if there is not,validity to the teachers'. Claim that many
^

of the techniques and content orientations of curriculum refq,kmers simply

( ,

,-
'do'n-lot recognize the demands of classrdom management and of Antent dower--;

age which teachers face.

In addition,'is there not validity to the institutiop constraints

teachers feel? School principals and other tAirsklers stress the importance.

,

f'ol-derliness, and one is not judged positively fpr'producing thoughtful,

activist students, but for hauing a quiet classroom and Producing student(s
1

. 2Who knovhow to behave in the next grade. Other teachers, and parents
, r , ,,..

ll

as welj, apk for, the teaclkihg Of conmnt, not lor inquiry. And, ih fact,

.\,.. 4

parents arid other members of the local community are likely to look with

suspiciom and distaste on the attimpts of a teacher to teach studen ts t be.

outspoken.observers of the community or the school.' These views

C.

14
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11#

'conflict with'professqrs'. conceptnalizations Of cit1zen4hip in a democratic

society, la consideration of them raises.serious questions about what
,, ..

,
, . -

. 1

philosophical and psychOlogical b*alancing of,teachers' loyalitied-:-between
A .

' the desire's of the local community,.of which they desi:re to be a.part, on
.

: -,- the one hiltdand the value commitmetits-andlpolicies of the-broader society,

on the'other--:ia proper. _And it aises serious iseues it regard to the

yights'of parents -in the

bY layperSals duringthe

education,of their childrensuch as were raised

...

MA60S, aottroversy but in.my opihiot,'not recognized

and adequately considered bf the social studies intelligensia. The. expli-
,

cation tnd exploration of such'.,issueshasnot had sufficient attention and

is an extenSive-Updertaking beyond the scope of7this brtef.papey.:

It.seems important to note an'ther bAsic.cpt.flict,in views whicil is
,,

e.
one more Source. of teachers' disenchantient h'profesSors and :developers(;,

It can be posed in terms-of the dilemea which Berlak (1977) posed well

The conflict which any society faces--but particularly a democratic one

such as ours,mmitted to th2binvo1vement of-individuals in the important'

decisions that affect thembetwaet the need for stability and continuity,

on the one hand, and progress on the other: The first requiring commitment,,

4
and the second requiring creative, critical thinkeTs. Although,the two

meeds are mit codpetely incompatible, to,some extent they place conflicting

demands on the schools. Irple can be both

cal. And, of course, CoTmitment underlires

commitment to certain modes of thought and

truthfulness. At 'the same time,,commitment

cohititted and creative and criti-

creativity and criticality--

to values such as openness and,

can be rat4.Onally based, as

Oldenquist (1979) has argued eloquently. That is, values pre--in fact, must
r

-be,'in a societk in which inaiyidual dignity is an ideal-7ratiOnally justi-

fiable as part of the educative prdcess.. Nevertheless, practiopers and
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. .

others 'ccncerned with sthooling may View continuity-progressas a

dichotomy, or short of that, may choose to place major emphasis on one or

the other.

' Social studies profesaoTs and Curriculum developers tend to be intellec-

tuaaly'orien6Pd .or they would not Fave chosen to Work in an academic setting,

In my experience, they tend to eschew,emotive commitment and feeling aS

somehow belittling to one with intellectual interests, even ignoring the

emotive.commitments that underlie theireown wor15.. ,They tend to be liberal-:-

not in the political sense, althOugh perhaps that, too-lin the sense of
, '

- .

feeling free, and wanting to free others, from irrational constraints on

thir thought (as in "liberal" ethication), and in the sense of favoring reform

and "prOgress, especially,emphasizing personal freedOmand the valuts of

tolerance and-open-mindedness.. Soial studies ctltriCular reforms tend_to'

reAtect that oriyntatidn. Materials seek to prepare students to think, lo

'analyze and critic,ize, fo be effective demanders Aof change. On the other

hand, social studies teachers, functioning.in an order-oriented institution

(to what,extent, legitimately, because of the cilemands Of coping with large

numbers of young people and with a perceived--teal?--mandate to sociali;e

the masses to live in 11(1 with constraining si4pations as adults?) and living

' as members,of Communities in Which the Values of conformity and tranquility

4 dominate, tend togravitate toward continuity, end of the dilemma. While
r

university professors advocate the teaching of controversial issties, teachers.

tend notto be vety concerned about such,teadhing,- nor to feel that they are

unjustifibly contrained from dealing with such issues . Teachers accept as

an important part of their tole che socialization of studentst in the sense

/
. -

of helping them to learn to get along in institutions 'that demand conformity.

Such socialization_in school is seen. s important in itself (so that students



will behave in one s own classroom, so.that you will not be negativelY

judgedby the-principal and other teachers and,in the Context of the

total school because the potential impact of rowdy, out-of-control masses
4

of_students is threatening)-,-and-as a:b4Sisfdr.learning hd4. to

get along in lifeparticularly inothe economic domain where employers tend

not to like disslent, dhallenging employees.

110#eover, teachers seem to sensethe validity of Myrdal's (1944). eminder

!
.

that emotive commitment to the basicvaldes of the society.is the-cement

%hat holds the society together. University professors, from the r

academic or scholarly, frames of reference, tend to be concerned about the

validity of social studies content and with ways to help students learn to

investigate.the válidit-of content. Teachers tend to judge the validity of

content from a different perspectivethat is, does it Help to create a.

pOsitive aura in rdiard to our country's history and political institutions.

Of course, that:is not the schoOl teacher's exclusive criterion for content

validity; but it is apparently a major one. In this sense, too, the orients-

'tions of profeSsorS and,curriculum developers, on the one hand,. and teachers,

on the other, are quite discrepant.

Recognition of teachers' orientations in regard to conforming behavior

and instilling valueris not'enough- We must eXamine,carefully,the validity

f their position,'recognizing that it does reflect the desires of the communi-

ties in which they teach. That,is, the mass.of American people (like

mathematics and science teachers) do believe that commitment to "American

values" is important. Findings such as these-suggest to me,.(inless one takes

-.a completely elitist view that the masses csnnot validly coMprehend the needs

f their own society and subsocieties, that the common assumption 4mong

,professors and curriculum developers that any instillin of commitment is
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unjustifiable indoctrination (see Snook, 1972) must be 1'e-examined. Even

Lawrence Kolhberg (Muson, 1979), along with abandoning the Stage 6 level

of moral reasoning (Kohlberg, 1978; Muson, 1979), has decided that,instil-

ling emotive commitment is not only acceptable but essential. (Also see,

Oldenquist, 1979, on this point.) 'My Position haS been for.A number of

years-7-as,j believe Oliver and I made 'quite clear in'Teaching Public. Issues

in the High School (Oliver and Shaver, 1974)--that emotiv4 commitment is nob.

\'

only essential to the survival of the soc'iety,.but to,4tablisliing a conte2t,

of common affect witilin whichmeaningfuldialogue, argumentation, and even

confrontation, can occur; and that teachers are Obligated to SupPort,'

even instill commitment to,our basic political values, using rational

means to the extent possible and'increasingly with the intellectual develop-
,

went of students, and ,avoiding the inculcation'of.specific value definitions,

alue-judgments, or chOices between conflicting values .(tIoVer & Strong, 1976). :

:- . ,

In short, it appears tO me that professors of soclal,studies education

and curriculum developers.may have f11.611en prey to the'aame schplacentriam Which. .

I, in 1967, attributed to those in the social bciences and history. Again,

-
to refer to,Deivey (1933, p. 62), there is a ne d for.us to,take care that'oUr

scholarly:studies and orientations havenot isolated uSAntelIectually from

th'e "ordinary affairs of lite" in the. schoois,' with'the result that we ma);

have become inept at recognizing the practical state of al,fairs and in

reaching reasonable conClusionsabout them. 'Have wd become so egotistically

engrossed in mir own inteiglectualizing that we fail to comprehend the

realistic demands on schOols as societal institutions, and thus,,alienate

.teachers and isolate ourselves from them (Dewey, 1933p..62)? Do Me ne0 -1'

to be more careful about our assumptions and more self-consciously philosoph-

ical about our activities? How do you react to the claim that to reject-

out-of-hand the teacher's poInt'Of view toward conformity and commitment as
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irrational, unreasonable, and invalid because it is a response to institu-.

tional demands is not only unrealistic., iatellectuaIly 'unsound, and dys-

functionaI.in terms of our efforts to Influen& schooling,'butlqndicative-

of our awn laCk of -attention to the.matter which should prObably engroas,

!

-the greatest proportion ofsour efforts as educators of teachers--that is,
4

,

the doing of philosophy Ad the.education of teache(sto be doers of

osophy7 /
,-

In our.attempts to influence social studies*.edunatiou,haVewesOaid suffi-
. s.

aient attention to the social, system within whiCh..the-teacher operates? It is

a Social-system in which professors and_curriculuM develppers"4 e'nnt very

4

important others, and, one that does not provide incentives for innovation

rand risk-takinig. The assurance ofa captive clientele and a peniority '

rather than a merit base for tinancial remun4wation hardly encourage Change.

The principal; one of the most importaht persons in the teacher's social

syStem, tenda ta be gyred toward orderliness. And currictilar chatieS' that'

go against the values of the loCal community (which usually do not Include'

an emphasis on questioning of_tradition,'dissidence, activism) result mi

conflict, the very thing which administrators want to avoid (Boyd, 1979)

Other teahers, who appear to be the most important source of teaching advice

for the indiviclual teacher, look askance on teachers who cro new things,

especially it apPears that the result will.be either students who. are

harder to control or studentS who will not "know" the things they need to

know in courses that follow--including both "basic information" and how' to

study from printed mater,iaJ. Srudents, too, are a conservative influence

n,teachers. Students come to classes with expectations based on their

own past schooling experiences. .Attempts to depart from their traditional

view of schooling in which teachers haVe the right answers and students

9
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figure out what those.right answers are and feed them back can be discon-

certing for stUdents and'teachers alike (see Rudduck, 1979).

Perhaps the toughest reality'of all is ?hat profAsors and curriculum

developers arenot a very impbrtant part of the teachers' social system.

We have few incentives or sanctions of interest to them. We c.ani lament

this state of affairs. We can 'even ask how we can bypass the apparent

constraints- But to.do either would be dysfuhctional. Teacher's do make

_.
.

their teaching choices in.the context-of ple incentives and sanctions of
. ,

. ,

the schooling institution and the brOader social system within which they
4

live. The challenge is to consider which of the constraints are legitimate--

the other side.of that question is, of course& which of our views as univer-

sity professors and curriculum developers need.to be modified?--and-to what

extent curricular reform as we envision it islossible, and, even more import-

ant desirable. The need for such inquiry on our part, going to the*very-'

roots.of our professional iiveS, ig the major implication which I see frOlii

the NSF studies of status'of social studies educaçien.

r:

2 0
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